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The objective of this paper is to present experimental results of a specific ideation method
TRIZ (an abbreviation of a Russian acronym of “Teoriya Resheniya Izobretatelskikh
Zadatch” meaning theory of inventive problem solving) as compared to ad hoc methods
used by students. It is critical to understand how and why TRIZ works as it can lead to
improvements on how to teach this method, and also how to analyze ideation methods in
general. Our hypothesis is that TRIZ improves the creativity level of subjects using it as
observed in the produced design outcomes. The experiments were conducted simultane-
ously at two institutions: University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) and University of Mary-
land (UMD). The results were analyzed as part of an existing research partnership with
Pennsylvania State University (PSU). The ideation task present here has been used in all
three institutions; it is the redesign of a traffic light that uses light-emitting diodes (LED)
instead of incandescent bulbs leading to snow build-up on the lights in certain climates
as LED’s generate less heat to melt the snow. UTEP and UMD student groups were
tasked with redesigning the LED traffic lights to resolve this issue. The assessment was
performed on the outcome (i.e., ideas generated) using quantity, novelty and variety as
metrics. Numerical results of these metrics are shown along with conclusions based on
observations of the experimental process. Data presented in this paper conclude that
TRIZ does improve the ideation effectiveness metrics Novelty and Variety while slightly
reducing Quantity when compared to a control group using ad hoc ideation methods.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4024976]
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1 Introduction

Engineering innovation is a key economic development engine
for any nation in a rapidly changing technology-oriented world.
As part of the innovation process, design engineers must use their
creativity to generate ideas; hence, creativity can be considered as
an essential skill for any engineer [1,2]. Given the increased com-
petitive pressures, perhaps it is not surprising that industrial
employers point to deficiencies in graduating engineers’ key
design synthesis capabilities such as: problem solving, generation
of alternatives, evaluation and decision-making [3]. Engineering
schools, aware of these issues, are developing approaches to
address this problem and promote creativity and innovation as
part of their curricula. Approaches range from revamping the en-
gineering curricula to improving courses with more design content
and more open-ended design problems. Although some of these
approaches generate valuable skills for the students, creativity and
innovation development remain elusive goals [4].

Engineers are routinely trained to solve difficult problems; this
demands a certain level of creativity. The challenges of contempo-
rary society (e.g., those in environmental preservation or meeting
healthcare needs) demand increasingly creative solutions making
better use of the science, engineering and math knowledge. Since
engineers face more difficult problems that demand higher levels
of creativity they must improve their design creativity skills.
These skills can only be taught upon a foundation of design analy-
sis knowledge and design process methods. The design process
provides an overall strategy to achieve a solution while the design
tools and methodologies help at each step of the process. One of
the key steps in creative design is the ideation process; at this

step, designers use ideation methods to promote creativity. Thus,
engineering design students must learn effective ideation methods
to enhance their creativity levels.

Methods to improve the creative process in engineering are
seldom taught in undergraduate courses. Highlighting this fact,
Kazerounian [5] published a study at a top engineering school
noting the absence of critical attitudes and training required
to promote creativity in students; background research for that
study concluded that students needed to be trained in creative
problem solving methods. Supporting this conclusion is a
study done on engineering design teams from the University
of Texas in Austin and the U.S. Air Force Academy in which
students using a suite of concept generation methods were
found to increase the quantity of solutions generated and per-
ceptions of their own creativity [6].

The focus of this paper is a rigorously designed, classroom-
based, experimental study of TRIZ. Rigorous experimentation on
design methods is challenging for two major reasons: (1) a subject
can never approach the same design task in the same way and (2)
no two subjects are alike. In this set of experiments we dealt with
the problem of subject differences by either using students with
the same general background (e.g., students from the same
courses taught by the same instructor using the same material as
done in the UTEP experiments) or by structuring the experiments
as repeated tasks done by the same students, as done in the UMD
experiments. Each scenario has different impacts as discussed in
the paper.

The research question studied in this paper is as follows: Can
TRIZ Improve the Ideation Performance of Engineering
Students?

It is hypothesized that the training of students in the TRIZ idea-
tion method will improve students’ ability to generate innovative
concepts.

TRIZ is an innovative problem solving method that is based on
the systematic search of solution principles derived from the study
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of patents. TRIZ is often taught only at graduate level courses,
and it is regarded as an effective ideation method.

Earlier work reported on results on piloting of this study at
Penn State University and University of Texas-El Paso [7]. Stu-
dents were tasked with designing a biomass oven that reduced
harmful emissions for use in rural areas of developing countries.
The pilot results indicated that the TRIZ ideation process resulted
in some improvement in the ideation metrics of novelty and vari-
ety as defined by Shah et al. [8] but further alignment of the exper-
imental protocols and investigation of design task effects was
needed before conclusions could be drawn. Armed with the uni-
fied experimentation methodology, we have conducted experi-
ments using the same design task across three settings; in this
paper, we present the results. Although UMD, UTEP and PSU are
partners in this experimental study on TRIZ, only results from
UMD and UTEP are reported here. PSU team-based experiments
will be presented separately.

2 Background

To ideate is to imagine or conceive1. Ideation occurs at the be-
ginning of conceptual design when the notion of a concept is iden-
tified. Ideation is the topic of new studies in engineering, usually
in the context of comparing the benefits of new design methods.
We deem TRIZ to be inherently relevant to analogies as they are
used in ideation processes; accordingly, below we first discuss the
relation of analogies to ideation and then further focus the discus-
sion on prior works studying TRIZ.

2.1 Studying Analogies to Improve the Ideation Process.
Synectics is one of the first formal ideation methods based specifi-
cally on the use of analogies [9]. The Synectics creativity method-
ology was developed by the Cambridge Research Group in the
1940s; this group was searching for a way to access the psycho-
logical mechanisms in the inventor that improve his or her creativ-
ity. Knowing how to use the four different types of analogies
differentiated in Synectics is valuable for anyone wishing to gen-
erate ideas about an existing problem. Synectics trains the user in
accessing four types of analogy: (1) direct analogy, (2) fantasy
analogy, (3) personal analogy, and (4) symbolic analogy.

Howard et al. [10] discuss the integration of design process
models with cognitive psychology research on creativity. Promi-
nent among recent ideation studies are methods that present analo-
gies to designers as a way to encourage production of innovative
concepts. A few, recent and representative studies are described
here. These selected studies examined both the impact of provid-
ing certain information about other designs to study subjects and
the method of conveying the information.

Chan et al. [11] measured the impact analogies have on the
ideation performance of 153 senior engineering students (95%
mechanical) tasked with designing a low-cost, portable device to
harvest energy from human motion. Subjects were given analogies
in the form of either patent figures or patent descriptions at pre-
scribed times during their individual design sessions. Over 1000
generated concepts were assessed for the degree of solution trans-
fer, quantity, breadth of search and quality of concepts. Concepts
developed from far-field analogies (those that were from different
domains than the design task) were more likely to share the ana-
logy’s features and earn higher novelty scores. These benefits
came at the cost of a lower number of concepts generated, a
higher variability in quality scores, and a lower overall quality
than those of concepts generated without using analogies.

Lopez et al. [12] conducted a more focused study on sixteen
senior-year and one graduate mechanical engineering students
(N¼ 17) using analogies to create peanut shelling devices that
worked without electricity. The goal was to test two theories con-
cerning the impact of the domain distance between given analo-

gies and the design task at hand on designer performance and
preference in the use of analogies. Results supported the theories
tested: (1) analogies from distant domains increased the number
of ideas generated, at least to a point and (2) the subjects (mistak-
enly) believed that analogies from distant domains were not as
useful in stimulating ideas as those from closer domains.

Taking a different approach, Ahmed and Christensen [13] per-
formed a protocol study on twelve practicing design engineers, six
with less than 2 yr of experience, while they completed their
assigned tasks in the mechanical/aerospace industry. Half the
tasks were conceptual designs, the others were detailed designs.
Results indicated that more (self-selected) analogies were used
during conceptual design than detailed design. Novices used the
analogies more for direct transfer of knowledge, whereas the
experienced designers used analogies as examples for reasoning
about the task at hand.

Ideation methods based on analogies exist for groups as well as
individuals. Linsey et al. [14] used a factorial experiment design
with four, group-based ideation methods (brainsketching, C-
sketch, 6-3-5 method, and phase 1 of the gallery method) to deter-
mine the influence of two factors: (1) how ideas were shared with
group members (i.e., one-set-at-a-time rotation versus an all-at-
once, gallery-style) and (2) how ideas are represented (i.e., words,
sketches, or both). The ideation methods vary in the type of com-
munication used to initially represent a concept and the way the
concepts are viewed by others in the group. The study participants
were twelve, five-person, mechanical engineering senior design
teams from The University of Texas at Austin (N¼ 60). The
teams developed concepts for a machine to quickly shell peanuts
without an electrical energy supply. The results were rated using
metrics of Shah et al. [8] with some modifications. The major
findings from the study were as follows: (1) the variety and qual-
ity of the proposed solutions were consistent across the ideation
methods but the quantity increased when the sketching and written
words combination were used in communication; (2) the form of
the representation had a significant impact on the quantity of solu-
tions but not on other metrics; and (3) the sketching-only repre-
sentation condition created more instances of high-quality
solutions (i.e., max score, although the averages were the same).

Although we only provide a few examples from recent design
creativity research focusing on ideation methods, their count is
indeed growing due to the increasing importance of creativity and
innovation. While we refer the readers to relevant review studies
for a more thorough documentation (e.g., Ref. [10]), below we
focus on TRIZ.

2.2 TRIZ: Analogy-Based Ideation Method. TRIZ is a pre-
scriptive approach to the generation of innovative designs to
seemingly intractable problems [15–17]. Genrich Altshuller
rejected the notion that psychological factors were the key to
improving creativity and sought to find a more concrete basis for
a method. Altshuller developed TRIZ by identifying patterns of
innovation in existing concepts and repeated design principles in
author certificates, the then Soviet Union’s equivalent of patents.
Altshuller used his insight into how past design challenges were
overcome to create a set of steps for rerepresenting the challenges
as technical contradictions in an existing design that may be
resolved by the application of selected innovation principles. The
TRIZ examples are continually being updated by researchers
worldwide. Figure 1 shows an overview of the steps and flows of
information in TRIZ (adapted from Ref. [15]). One of the proba-
ble reasons for the wide acceptance of TRIZ may be that it tries to
solve problems from past, proven experiences (i.e., patents); this
makes sense to practicing design engineers especially when com-
paring to other methods which rely mainly on intuition (e.g.,
brainstorming, method 6-3-5, etc.).

Success stories of TRIZ involving established companies exist
(e.g., see Ref. [18,25] for comprehensive studies of TRIZ usage at
Ford and Hewlett Packard). In a relevant study done by Okudan1Word English Dictionary, accessed online at dictionary.reference.com
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et al. [19], the ideation effectiveness of TRIZ and brainstorming
used together was compared to using brainstorming alone. Out-
comes were measured by three ideation metrics: quantity, variety,
and novelty as described by Shah et al. [8]. The design problem
students solved was focused on air velocity control for fume-
hoods, and was presented by an industry sponsor. Results indi-
cated significant gains in ideation metrics when TRIZ is used with
brainstorming. One significant drawback of the study was that it
only included team-level analysis of the design outcomes, and the
comparisons were made using design reports, and hence, allotted
time for ideation was not closely monitored.

TRIZ has also been customized for particular applications and
modified to create derived methods. For example, Pham and Liu
[20] combined TRIZ principles with I-Ching, an ancient Chinese
Philosophy, and provided an example for the layout of seats in an
aircraft cabin. Based on the TRIZ principles, Osborn [21] created
the Substitute, Combine, Adapt, Magnify/Modify, Put-to-
another-use, Eliminate, Re-arrange/Reverse model, which simpli-
fies the 40 TRIZ principles to only nine. Furthering this approach,
Nakagawa [22] simplified the principles to only five.

Researchers in the UK found that introducing analogical stimuli
in the form of TRIZ innovative principles supported the rate of idea
generation during brainstorming sessions and lead to less obvious
ideas [23].The same lexical study found that the dichotomous stim-
ulus (like that presented in the TRIZ method) led to concepts that
were judged by raters to be more novel than other concepts.

Although preliminary evidence exists for TRIZ’s potential as
an effective ideation tool, its performance has not been conclu-
sively demonstrated. The goal of this work is to provide results
from a structured experiment on the effectiveness of TRIZ at
improving the ideation process in the engineering classroom. As
mentioned previously, prior literature reporting on the effective-
ness of TRIZ either focuses on industrial case studies (see Ref.
[25] for a review) or provides results at team-level analysis (e.g.,
Ref. [19]). During idea generation at a team setting, in addition to
the ideation tool, several other factors might impact the ideation

productivity (e.g., discourse on the design task by members poten-
tially prompting new/additional ideas). Thus, isolation of TRIZ as
a factor of significant impact is challenging. The study here
addresses this issue by an analysis of the ideation results pertain-
ing to the same design task at the individual level.

3 Research Methodology

This experimental study investigates the ability of TRIZ to
improve student creativity. The experimental format limited the
length of time for the TRIZ training. Subjects were only intro-
duced to the use of the TRIZ Contradiction Matrix. Using the ma-
trix to identify innovative principles to overcome technical
contradictions is the most accessible form of TRIZ for untrained
students and is the most widely used. Subjects are not TRIZ
experts after the experiment but they are able to use this popular
form of TRIZ.

The experimental design is intended to be a rigorous collection
of quantitative data to answer the following research question on
TRIZ: Can TRIZ improve the ideation performance of engineer-

ing students? The experiments have the objective of comparing
students using TRIZ versus students not using it, along with com-
parisons of preparation levels (e.g., lower classmen to graduate stu-
dents) for a given design problem. Before conducting the full
experiment, the authors ran a pilot study to learn about the variables
involved. The experience from the pilot experimentation aided
decision-making on conducting the TRIZ training, anticipating stu-
dents’ questions, and refining the experimentation sequence.

3.1 Overview of Experimental Methodology. The general
experimental process followed by the participating universities is
summarized in a diagram in Fig. 2. The common hypothesis is as
follows: the training of students in the TRIZ ideation method will
improve students’ ability to generate innovative concepts. Thus,
the main factor identified is the TRIZ intervention with two levels:
presence and absence. The responses chosen to measure the effect
of the factor are based on Shah et al. [8] effectiveness metrics:
quantity, novelty and variety. Experimentation is replicated at
UTEP and UMD. One run was assigned for the TRIZ intervention
group and another run was defined as the control group (i.e., no
TRIZ training). The data collected were the ideas generated by
both groups. Judges were trained to assess the ideas using the
effectiveness metrics approach based in Shah et al. [8].

After the data collection, the numerical results from the creativ-
ity metrics assessment were analyzed to identify statistical signifi-
cance; this was done using T-tests. Based on the numerical results
from the assessment and the T-tests, conclusions were drawn, first
for the independent results at each university, and then across
institutions. Qualitative conclusions were derived from
observations.

This experimental methodology served as the blueprint to de-
velop the replications in the participating universities. Since the
exact experimental set up in two different places is nearly impossible,

Fig. 1 Overview of TRIZ steps and information flows (Adapted
from Ref. [13])

Fig. 2 Experimentation methodology applied across institutions
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relative flexibility on minor details of the experimental procedure was
allowed between institutions. The following subsections provide
details on the subjects, TRIZ intervention, ideation task, experimenta-
tion sequence, assessment method, results and analysis.

3.2 Subjects. All students at the two universities have the fol-
lowing characteristics in common: (1) engineering students, (2)
no previous TRIZ experience, and (3) enrolled in a design-related
course. UTEP students belong to the Mechanical Design (MECH
4466) or Senior Design Project (MECH 4466) course. MECH 4466 is
a prerequisite for MECH 4466 and all ME major students must take
these two courses. Maryland students were part of the graduate
ENME 600 course; a total of 20 students participated in the experi-
ment. A summary is presented in Table 1. The authors realized that
student motivation might also become an issue. For this reason,
course grade (between 2% and 5%) as extra credit, in-class assign-
ment or homework was assigned to students upon completion of the
experiment. All subjects participated voluntarily and signed appropri-
ate institutional review board release forms.

3.3 TRIZ Intervention. The experimental design requires
that student participants prepare a set of design solutions in
response to a predetermined design task with and without the
TRIZ training (intervention or treatment). The TRIZ treatment
included two 50-min lectures. Training materials on TRIZ and the
specialized inventive principles and cataloged examples were
developed originally by one of the co-authors (under the CCLI
Grant No. DUE 0445944). The same set of study materials and
examples were available to students in an online module through
course management software. The faculty researchers at the study
locations administered the TRIZ training.

3.4 Ideation Task. The ideation task selected for the experi-
ment is a redesign of a Traffic Light. It is provided to students
along with a newspaper clipping (shown in Fig. 3). The Traffic
Light redesign uses a LED instead of an incandescent bulb creat-
ing snow accumulation and hence accidents in colder climates.
Ideas generated must address the barred vision due to accumula-
tion of snow as well maintain the energy savings of LEDs. The
Traffic Light problem was selected because it has an adequate
level of technical complexity, domain familiarity, fertility, etc.
Assuming that all subjects were familiar with traffic lights was a
safe bet. Subjects were provided with a newspaper clipping (Fig.
3) explaining the reasons and consequence of barred vision in
snowy conditions. We also note that based on our prior experience
on similar studies [19,27], we were familiar with the importance
of potential implications of the design task choice; post facto, we
deem the air velocity control problem in Ref. [19] to be a bit
abstract, and the biomass oven design task was not uniformly fa-
miliar to our subjects in Ref. [27].

It is expected that more complex problems might produce dif-
ferent results. Hence, the results and conclusions are limited by
the experimental variables selected, including the design problem.

3.5 Experimentation Sequence. The detailed experimental
sequences for UTEP and University of Maryland are shown in Ta-
ble 2. UTEP and UMD applied warm-up activities: an unrelated
ideation task and the unusual uses of tin can, respectively. The
design task is introduced and clarified; this lasts 10min. UMD has
Ideation Session 1 for 20min; UTEP does not have Ideation Ses-

sion 1. It has been noted with UMD subjects in this and earlier
runs of the Traffic Light experiment that after 20min of individu-
ally generating ideas more than 50% of the students were waiting
for the next instruction. The TRIZ group receives the TRIZ train-
ing intervention; the control group continues to next step generat-
ing ideas with no required method. Students generate ideas for
Ideation Session 2. After this, students are asked to continue gen-
erating ideas for the next few days with a 2-h involvement limit.

Both institutions followed the same basic experimentation out-
line; the differences in the details of the experimentation sequence
across institutions can provide slight variations on the same
experiment. We considered the possibility of cross effects, never-
theless we had a desire to measure the same population before and
after the TRIZ intervention; this was the case of UMD experimen-
tal setup. To enrich the results and to counteract cross effects,
UTEP used two different groups for Control and TRIZ; this takes
care of the cross effects, but introduces the possibility of unequal
variances. This was addressed using an F-test.

3.6 Assessment Method. The data collected (Ideation Home-
work in Table 2) were assessed using the ideation effectiveness
metrics of Quantity, Novelty and Variety developed by Shah et al.
[8]. The numerical results were analyzed using the average (l) to
indicate the direction of the effects (e.g., TRIZ improves or wor-
sens novelty of ideas generated). F-tests were applied to UTEP
data to evaluate the variance of the groups (i.e., two samples with
equal or unequal variance), and T-tests were used to investigate
the statistical significance of the numerical results.

3.6.1 Characterization of Ideas through the Genealogy Tree
(GT). The metrics system developed by Shah et al. [8] is based on
the GT, a diagram that describes the origin of an idea as shown in
Fig. 4. As defined by Pahl and Beitz [24], a function (F1, F2,…,
FX) can be performed through one or more physical principles
(PP). A physical principle can be applied through one or more
working principles (WP). A working principle can be implemented
as one or more Ideas. It is possible to evaluate multiple functions in
an idea; each function will have its GT and an importance defined
by a relative weight (e.g., F1¼ 50%, F2¼ 30%, F3¼ 20%).

A GT represents a group of ideas. For the experiment, one GT
can be defined initially for the TRIZ group and another one for the
control group. If the TRIZ and control group are to be compared
(as is expected here), the groups’ trees need to be merged. The
merging process requires having common terms used for the
branches; after this, each group can have its own GT based on the
aligned definitions of the merged PPs and WPs. A GT for a given
group is always created by at least two judges through dialog.
When two GTs from different groups are merged, the judges must
agree on the terms and concepts; in most cases agreement is easily
reached, but in some cases, the judges must go through multiple
iterations to arrive at an agreement. The merging also happens
across universities; at the end, all three institutions share the same
merged tree for assessing all experimental groups.

The Quantity of ideas was calculated by adding all the idea
counts from each WP branch in a GT for a given group and then
dividing this total by the number of subjects in the group. This
provides an average quantity of ideas per subject.

Novelty is a characteristic of a single idea based on the fre-
quency with which it appears in a GT. Novelty is calculated using
the following formula (Note that the following formula is modi-
fied from the original from Shat et al.’s [8] as a problem with the

Table 1 Participating subjects

University Participating courses (Fall 2010) Unit of analysis Student level

UTEP MECH 4364 (20 in 1 section)—control group Individual Senior
MECH 4466 (9 in 1 section)—TRIZ group

UMD ENME600 (20 in 1 section)—control and TRIZ group Individual Graduate
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metric was identified and the following version was proposed
along with proof in Ref. [28])

Novelty ¼

1

Total number of ideas at a given WP branch

� �

Number of WP branches in GT
(1)

Following Fig. 4 as an example, the Novelty score for WP1.2.1 is
as follows:

NoveltyWP1:2:1 ¼

1

3

� �

4
¼ 0:083

Fig. 3 Handout developed to introduce the traffic light design task to students (paper from Ref. [26])
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All ideas for that WP branch will share the same Novelty
score. Scores for other GT branches in Fig. 3 are calculated
similarly. Notice that ideas from WP branches with more
options receive a lower Novelty score when compared to WP
branches with fewer ideas. Once each idea receives a Novelty

score, it is possible to calculate an average Novelty score per
subject.

Variety is a characteristic of a set of ideas and reflects
the spectrum of ideas generated with different working and physi-
cal principles. Variety is calculated using the following formula:

Variety ¼
Number of PP �Weight for PPþ Number of WP �Weight for WPð Þ

Total number of ideas in the GT
(2)

With this formula, the Variety score can be calculated for the
group represented in the GT. Following the example in Fig. 4 and
assigning a weight of 9 to PP and a weight of 3 to WP

Variety ¼
2 � 9þ 4 � 3ð Þ

8
¼ 3:75

Notice that if more branches exist at the WP level, the Variety
score would increase.

4 Results and Analysis

Figures 5–7 show sample ideas generated at UTEP and UMD
using the TRIZ method for the Traffic Light Problem. Figure 5
identifies the principles used while Figs. 6 and 7 present sketches
generated using the TRIZ method.

The merged GT for the Traffic Light design task is shown
in Fig. 8. The tree was developed jointly by UTEP and UMD
with help from Penn State as a first step in the assessment
process. The tree is for the main function of the redesigned
traffic light: Counter Snow. Figure 8 also includes the data
collected from UTEP and UMD. The numbers indicate idea
counts at each branch for the Control and TRIZ groups. It is
important to clarify that the GT in Fig. 8 is the result of merg-
ing UTEP, UMD, and PSU branches; this is evident since
Chemical-Heat Generation and Chemical-Combination branches
have zero occurrences for UTEP and UMD. We kept this
merged tree for future comparison with PSU data and because
its effects on metrics calculations are equal for UTEP and
UMD. We also note that both at UTEP and UMD data collec-
tion was done and reported for individuals.

The numerical results and statistical analysis for Quantity, Nov-
elty, Average Novelty per subject, Maximum Novelty per subject
and Variety are shown in Tables 3–6, respectively. The tests com-
pare the Control Group data collected during the in-class, ad hoc
design method (Ideation Session 1 for UMD before TRIZ inter-
vention and Ideation Session 2 for UTEP’s Control Group) to the
TRIZ results submitted as a homework assignment (Ideation Ses-
sion 2) by the students due in after 7 days for the UTEP and UMD
group. The UTEP subjects were different for the Control and
TRIZ groups; UMD subjects were the same for Control Group
and TRIZ group (before and after TRIZ intervention respectively).
Figure 9 below introduces a graphical summary of the numerical
results for (a) Average Quantity, (b) Average Novelty, (c) Maxi-
mum Novelty, and (d) Variety; each is discussed in detail in the
following subsections.

4.1 Average Quantity per Subject (UTEP & UMD).
Results in Table 3 for UTEP and UMD indicate that there is no
statistically significant difference in the average quantity of ideas
generated per subject with the use of TRIZ when compared to the

Table 2 Detailed experimentation sequence

UTEP UMD

Warm-up Unrelated ideation task (20min) Unusual uses of tin can (10min)
Introduce design task Familiarize students with the design task (10min) Familiarize students with the design task (10min)
Ideation Session 1 in-class
(no method)

None Ideas are generated and recorded by students (20min)

TRIZ training intervention Common TRIZ PowerPoint presentation lecture, with TRIZ Principles and Contradiction Matrix Handouts (except for
UTEP Control Group)

Ideation Session 2 in-class Ideas are generated and recorded by students (50min) Ideas are generated and recorded by students (30min)
Ideation Homework (TRIZ) Ideas generated with 2-H time limit

due in 1 week
Ideas Generated with 2-h time limit due in 1 week

Fig. 4 Sample genealogy tree diagram for function 1
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control group. TRIZ requires subjects to follow a specific proce-
dure while the control group doesn’t have to follow the formalities
of a structured ideation method providing the opportunity to gen-
erate more ideas. Data show small decreases in the average quan-
tity of ideas generated using TRIZ; however, the observed
decreases are not statistically significant.

4.2 Average and Maximum Novelty per Subject (UTEP &
UMD). Results for Average Novelty calculated per subject (Table
4) indicate a statistically significant increase, with p-values of
0.014 and 0.004 for UTEP and UMD, respectively, when TRIZ is
compared to the control group. These results indicate that TRIZ
produces more GT branches and fewer occurrences at each branch
when compared to the control group (i.e., not following a struc-
tured ideation method).

The increase in Average Novelty per subject using TRIZ is con-
sistent with positive results from other studies of designers using
analogies from distant domains (e.g., Refs. [11,12]). The TRIZ
inventive principles are abstractions in domain-neutral language
(e.g., segmentation, spheroidality) generalized from many distant
domain analogies.

TRIZ increases the Average Novelty of ideas generated per
subject as previously mentioned, but the UTEP subjects’ standard
deviation (r) also increases from 0.127 to 0.301 with a signifi-
cance of P¼ 0.002 calculated from the F-test. This means that
more subjects increase their average Novelty, but it doesn’t
account for changes in an individual’s best performance. The
maximum novelty metric is important since these ideas have bet-
ter chances to be selected and continue through the design pro-
cess. The Maximum Novelty results (Table 5) indicate that TRIZ
increases the Maximum Novelty at UTEP and UMD. But only the
UTEP increase is statistically significant. This TRIZ result of
increased variability in personal novelty scores was predicted by a
recent analogy study for the distant domain condition [14].

4.3 Variety per Group (UTEP & UMD). Variety results
(Table 6) indicate an increase using TRIZ when compared to
nonprescribed ideation process (i.e., control group); this pattern
is similar both at UTEP and UMD. The Variety calculation
takes into consideration the number of branches in the group’s
own genealogy tree as a way to measure the extent of explora-
tion of the design space; branches at higher (more abstract)
levels (e.g., physical principles) have more relative weight than
branches at lower (more concrete) levels (e.g., working princi-
ples). The experimental numerical results indicate that TRIZ
helps subjects to better explore the design space through a
search of ideas; this is reflected as more branches in the gene-
alogy tree. Because variety scores are calculated at the group
level, statistical comparisons across experimental and control
groups were not possible.

Fig. 5 Sample TRIZ solutions generated at UTEP and UMD that show the use of TRIZ
principles

Fig. 6 Sample sketches generated at UTEP with the TRIZ meth-
odology using a change of geometry

Fig. 7 Sample sketches generated at UTEP with the TRIZ meth-
odology using a heating system
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Fig. 8 Traffic light redesign merged genealogy tree with idea counts for UTEP and
UMD

Fig. 9 Graphical summary of results
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5 Discussion and Conclusions

The goal of this study was to test the effectiveness of a particu-
lar ideation method, TRIZ. Data presented in this paper conclude
that TRIZ does improve the ideation effectiveness metrics Nov-
elty and Variety while slightly reducing Quantity when compared
to a control group using ad hoc ideation methods. Although the
statistical significance of the results is limited, the trends indicate
a consistent positive impact of TRIZ regardless of institutions,
courses, student levels, and other differences in the experimental
variables. Variety and Quantity are process variables (i.e., subjects
can be asked to generate more and varied ideas) while Novelty is
an outcome metric (i.e., cannot be directly controlled); typically,
process variables are means to obtain outcome variables. Results
indicate that TRIZ improves Variety (Table 6) and average Nov-
elty (Table 4) per subject; the latter result may be more important
since it is an outcome metric. TRIZ improved the Maximum Nov-
elty (Table 5) for ideas generated per subject for the UTEP group
as well; this is important when effectiveness “spikes” are consid-
ered more valuable than an average improvement. It was also
found that the application of TRIZ reduces the quantity of ideas
generated; this reduction is not statistically significant, and
because quantity is a process variable, this is not necessarily coun-
terproductive if other outcome metrics are improved.

The quantitative results for TRIZ, although limited to the design
context and the task described in this paper, have wider implica-

tions. First, the experimental results match between two institutions
(UTEP and UMD), and second, the experimental results match
between graduate and undergraduate engineering students.

Work done on ideation by analogies provides insight into the
effectiveness of TRIZ. TRIZ is based on analogical reasoning.
The inventive principles are abstract principles of strategies to
apply to change an existing design into a new one. Thus, TRIZ
acts to supply appropriate, distant domain analogies to designers
and this strategy has been shown to improve the quality and quan-
tity of concepts in ideation experiments [11,12,14].

The overall results presented in this paper lead us to conclude
that TRIZ is an effective method for ideation and can lead to
broader sets of solutions than when students address the design
task without any formal ideation method. These results are natu-
rally limited in their validity to the selection of experimental vari-
ables (i.e., design problem, subjects, interventions, etc.). As future
work, the authors would like to address the role of the implement-
er’s personality on the TRIZ ideation process as well as running
more experiments to understand how TRIZ can be more easily
integrated to the engineering design curricula.
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